Which is the WAGOLL?

Have a look at these 4 descriptions of a stray dog (so that you don’t copy - though you may find things you like and want to try in your own work). They all have some good points, but your first task is to decide which one is the WAGOLL… and why.

1. *smelly and shabby the stray dog limped towards me pathetically he glanced up at me and i noticed his wonky ear which had a barely healed scab on it as if he had been in a fight hungrily he looked into my eyes but i had nothing to offer him*

2. *The dog was dirty and smelly. It was black and white. It had a shaggy coat. It had a wonky ear. It looked very hungry but I couldn’t help.*

3. *The black and white dog was befouled, polluted and malodorous. Dishevelled and hirsute, its coat was full of fleas. It reviewed me agonizingly and deploringly, desperately wanting some delicious food. Its tragic face was topped by and unstable ear.*

4. *The poor dog was obviously in a bad way: begrimed and rather smelly. Feebly, his paw scratched at his flea-ridden, shaggy coat. His eyes were sorrowful; his look was hungry. At the side of his head hung a scabby ear, askew.*